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超新星 = 星の最期の大爆発
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できる限り早期の発見を

consistent with the model discussed above. On the basis of these fits,
our first data points were obtained just over 11 h after SN 2011fe
exploded.
We analysed the Lick spectrum of SN 2011fe using the automated

supernova spectrum interpretation code SYNAPPS10 (Supplementary

Information). At this time only a few hundredths of a solar mass of
material are visible above the photosphere, yet ions typical11 of pre-
maximum type Ia supernovae are seen: O I, Mg II, Si II, S II, Ca II and
Fe II are present with velocities of 16,000 km s21. The fit also shows the
presence ofC II at restwavelengths ofl5 6,580 and 7,234 Å. Iron IIIwas
not needed in the fit. Both high-velocity Si II and Ca II are confirmed by
SYNAPPS (with velocities surpassing 21,000 kms21). Notably,
SYNAPPS finds high-velocity O I (velocity in excess of 20,000 kms21)
for the absorption centred at 7,400 Å. This feature evolved significantly
in only 8 h, between the times at which data was taken at the Liverpool
Telescope and the Lick telescope, with theminimumof the O I absorp-
tion slowing from 18,000 to 14,000 km s21. The rapid evolution in
these optically thin layers is best explained in terms of geometrical
dilution during the early phases. To our knowledge, this is the first
identification of rapidly evolving high-velocity oxygen in the ejecta of a
type Ia supernova.
The early-time spectra provide fundamental insight into the explo-

sion physics of this supernova. As in previous12 type Ia supernovae,
intermediate-mass elements dominate the spectrum. In addition, we
see strong features from unburnt material (carbon and high-velocity
oxygen). The overlap in velocity space implies that the explosion pro-
cessed the outer layers of the progenitor white dwarf but left behind (at
least some) carbon and oxygen. The unburnt material could be con-
fined to pockets, or the ejecta in the outer layers may be thoroughly
mixed. The doubly ionized species (for example Si III and Fe III), which
are often seen in the spectra of many early andmaximum-light type Ia
supernovae13,14, are absent even though our observations were made
,1 d after the explosion, when the energy input from radioactive decay
is near its peak. Supernova 2011fe is spectroscopically most similar
to the slightly underluminous type Ia SN 1992A and SN 1994D15,16,
the second of which also has high-velocity features in the 212-d
spectrum17. One potential explanation for this is that although some
56Ni has beenmixed out to the photosphere, the majority produced in
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Figure 2 | Spectra of SN 2011fe taken 1.5 d after the explosion. Ions typical
of pre-maximum type Ia supernovae are seen: O I, Mg II, Si II, S II, Ca II and Fe II

are present at photospheric velocities of 16,000 km s21. In addition, the fit
shows the presence of C II at wavelengths of l5 6,580 and 7,234 Å. Both high-
velocity Si II and Ca II are seen (with velocities exceeding 21,000 km s21), as is
high-velocity O I (green highlighted region), the first evidence of such a feature
in a type Ia supernova. This feature evolves in,8 h, between themeasurements
of the first two low-resolution spectra. LT, Liverpool Telescope. Inset, Keck I1
HIRES spectrum centred on the Na I D line. In this wavelength range, we
identify only a single significant absorption feature. Fitting aGaussian profile to

it (blue line), we measure a central wavelength of l5 5,893.756 0.02 Å and a
full-width at half-maximum intensity of 0.1846 0.009 Å. The inferred line
equivalent width isW5 0.0456 0.009 Å. If we associate this feature with Na I

at l5 5,889.95 Å (the stronger of the two components in the Na I doublet), the
observed wavelength is offset from the rest wavelength by Dv5 c(lobs/
lrest2 1)5 180 km s21 (where c denotes the speed of light). Similarly, the line is
blueshifted from the systemic velocity ofM101 (v5 2416 2 km s21; ref. 26) by
DvM1015261 km s21. Given the high galactic latitude (b5 59.8u), we consider
it likely that the absorbing material originates in M101 and that the total
extinction to the supernova is negligible.
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Figure 3 | Early photometry of SN 2011fe shows a parabolic rise and
constrains the time of explosion. a, Relative g-band flux as a function of time
for the first four nights after detection. Here we have fit the rise with a t2 fireball
model: we assume that the flux is proportional to (t2 texpl)

2, where texpl denotes
the time of explosion. b, Residuals from the fit. By letting the exponent differ
from two, allowing for a potential departure from the fireball model and only
fitting the first three nights of data, we find a best-fit explosion date of August
23.6876 0.014 UT. On the basis of these fits, our first data points were obtained
just over 11 h after SN 2011fe exploded. Error bars, 1s.
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Supernova SN 2011fe from an exploding carbon–
oxygen white dwarf star
Peter E. Nugent1,2, Mark Sullivan3, S. Bradley Cenko2, Rollin C. Thomas1, Daniel Kasen1,4, D. Andrew Howell5,6, David Bersier7,
Joshua S. Bloom2, S. R. Kulkarni8, Michael T. Kandrashoff2, Alexei V. Filippenko2, Jeffrey M. Silverman2, Geoffrey W. Marcy2,
AndrewW. Howard2, Howard T. Isaacson2, Kate Maguire3, Nao Suzuki1, James E. Tarlton3, Yen-Chen Pan3, Lars Bildsten6,9,
Benjamin J. Fulton5,6, Jerod T. Parrent5,10, David Sand5,6, Philipp Podsiadlowski3, Federica B. Bianco5,6, Benjamin Dilday5,6,
Melissa L. Graham5,6, Joe Lyman7, Phil James7, Mansi M. Kasliwal8, Nicholas M. Law11, Robert M. Quimby12, Isobel M. Hook3,13,
Emma S. Walker14, Paolo Mazzali15,16, Elena Pian15,16, Eran O. Ofek8,17, Avishay Gal-Yam17 & Dovi Poznanski1,2,18

Type Ia supernovaehavebeenused empirically as ‘standardcandles’ to
demonstrate the acceleration of the expansion of the Universe1–3 even
though fundamental details, such as the nature of their progenitor
systems and how the stars explode, remain a mystery4–6. There is
consensus that a white dwarf star explodes after accreting matter in
a binary system, but the secondary body could be anything from a
main-sequence star to a red giant, or even another white dwarf. This
uncertainty stems from the fact that no recent type Ia supernova has
been discovered close enough to Earth to detect the stars before
explosion. Here we report early observations of supernova SN 2011fe
in the galaxyM101 at a distance7 fromEarth of 6.4megaparsecs.We
find that the exploding star was probably a carbon–oxygen white
dwarf, and from the lack of an early shock we conclude that the
companion was probably a main-sequence star. Early spectroscopy
shows high-velocity oxygen that slows rapidly, on a timescale of
hours, and extensive mixing of newly synthesized intermediate-
mass elements in theoutermost layersof the supernova.Acompanion
paper8 uses pre-explosion images to rule out luminous red giants
and most helium stars as companions to the progenitor.
Supernova 2011fe was detected in the Pinwheel galaxy (M101;

Fig. 1) on 2011 August 24.167 (03:59 UT) with a g-band magnitude
of 17.35mag by the Palomar Transient Factory (PTF). Observations
on the previous night revealed no source to a limiting magnitude of
21.5mag. Given the distance to M101 of 6.4Mpc (ref. 7), this first
observation identified the supernova at an absolute magnitude of
211.7, roughly 1/1,000 of its peak brightness.
Following an alert sent to the PTF consortium (at 19:51 UT), obser-

vations were immediately undertaken by NASA’s Swift satellite, and
spectroscopic observations were carried out at 20:42 UT on the robotic
Liverpool Telescope (La Palma, Canary Islands) equipped with the
FRODOSpec spectrograph. After the calibration of this spectrum, at
23:47 UT an Astronomer’s Telegram was issued9 identifying SN 2011fe
as a young supernova of type Ia. Eight hours later, a low-resolution
spectrum was obtained with the Kast spectrograph at the Lick 3-m
Shane telescope (MtHamilton, California) and a high-resolution spec-
trum was obtained with the HIRES spectrograph at the Keck I tele-
scope (Mauna Kea, Hawaii). These spectra are presented in Fig. 2
(Supplementary Information).
The discovery and extensive follow-up photometry allow us to

estimate the time of explosion to high precision (Fig. 3). At very early

times, the luminosity should scale as the surface area of the expanding
fireball and thus is expected to increase as t2, where t is the time since
the explosion. This assumes that neither the photospheric temperature
nor the velocity changes significantly and that the input energy from
the radioactive decay of 56Ni to 56Co is relatively constant over this
period and occurs near the photosphere. Observations by Swift show
only small changes in the relative flux between the optical and
ultraviolet spectral ranges, and the velocity evolution over the first
24 h is small—consistent with these assumptions (Supplementary
Information).
Using this ‘t2 model’, we find an explosion time at modified Julian

date (MJD) 55796.6966 0.003 (Fig. 3). Letting the exponent of the
power law differ from two, which captures some of the deviations from
the fireball model, and fitting just the first three nights of data, results
in a best-fit explosiondate ofMJD55796.6876 0.014 (2011August 23,
16:296 20min UT). The exponent of the power law is 2.016 0.01,
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Figure 1 | PTF g-band image sequence of the field of M101 showing the
appearance of SN 2011fe. From left to right, images are from August 23.22,
24.17 and 25.16 UT. The supernova was not detected on the first night to a 3s
limiting magnitude of 21.5mag, was discovered at magnitude 17.35mag and
increased by a factor of ten in brightness to 14.86mag the following night. The
supernova peaked at magnitude,9.9mag, making it the fifth-brightest
supernova in the past century. The PTF is a wide-field optical experiment
designed to explore the variable sky systematically on a variety of timescales,
with one particular focus being the very early detection of supernovae22,23.
Discoveries such as this one have been made possible by coupling real-time
computational tools to extensive astronomical follow-up observations24,25.
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SN 2011fe (Ia, Nugent+2011)

approaches the surface does radiation diffuse far
enough ahead of the shock wave to raise the
temperature of the stellar photosphere. This phase
is sometimes referred to as “shock breakout,”
although the associated radiation is from the
“radiative precursor” of the shock, long before
the shock actually reaches the surface. This
radiative precursor raises the temperature of the
star to ~105 K before the surface expands
dramatically (8).

Shock breakouts have been inferred for a few
relatively local GRBs and x-ray flashes, which
may involve shocks traveling through dense
winds outside compact blue stars, including the
recent SN 2008D (9–14). Here, we describe the
brightening of a red supergiant due to the theo-
retically predicted radiative precursor before the
supernova shock reaches the surface of the star.
Such observations provide information about the
density profile inside the progenitor star (15) and
the physics of radiative shocks, and knowledge
of the spectrum of the associated ultraviolet (UV)
flash has implications for the ionization of the
circumstellar medium (16, 17).

Although core-collapse supernovae are ex-
pected to be most luminous around the time of
shock breakout, most of this energy emerges as
extreme UVor soft x-ray radiation. Hence, core-
collapse supernovae are typically only discov-
ered several days after the supernova explosion
near the peak of their optical light curve; ob-
servations of early light curves are rare (18, 19).
To circumvent this problem, we exploit two
complementary data sets: an optical survey to
locate supernovae and UV data to search for
serendipitously associated shock breakouts. The
first is the Supernova Legacy Survey (SNLS)
(20), which studies distant supernovae using data
taken every 4 days at the 3.6-m Canada-France-

B

A

Fig. 1. (A) Composite of the optical SNLS and the UV GALEX light curves, or observed fluxes as a function
of modified Julian date. All fluxes are host galaxy subtracted and are not corrected for internal extinction.
The gray box indicates the time of the radiative precursor. The points highlighted by circles indicate five
phases of the radiative precursor in the UV, as observed by GALEX. (B) These five phases are illustrated by
a time sequence of original near-UV images (upper row, 1 × 1 arcmin) and difference images (lower row,
with a pre-supernova image subtracted) to emphasize the transient source. Note the drop from point 2 to
the minimum at 3 and the rise to 4, clearly visible in the GALEX images. The lack of optical data during the
UV event is due to both poor weather conditions and technical problems. Both GALEX and SNLS light
curves are available as tables in (25).

Fig. 2. The GALEX near-UV and
far-UV flux against time (modified
Julian date in days). This is a
zoomed-in version of the shaded
time range of Fig. 1 and we mark
the same five data points. The
background levels are shown
before and after the supernova
(left and right panels), and the
central panels show the event
itself. The radiative precursor is
highlighted in yellow. Models for
the post-explosion expansion are
shaded in green; these models
assume an initial photospheric
radius of 500 to 1000 R◉. The
width of the green band is due to
the range of assumed expansion
velocities (1 to 2 × 107 m s−1).
These models assume adiabatic
free expansion of a radiation-
dominated plasma and black-body
emission from a well-defined pho-
tosphere. The models were only
fitted to the near-UV data but are
also consistent with the far-UV data.
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爆発前(太陽の8倍以上の重さの星) 爆発後

KISSプロジェクトの目的

©東京大学

数日
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shock breakout = 超新星の爆発の”ほぼ瞬間”をとらえる
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爆発後

ショックブレイクアウト

爆発前(太陽の8倍以上の重さの星)

内部で起こった衝撃波が


星の外へ出てくる瞬間

©東京大学

数日

数時間

shock breakout = 超新星の爆発の”ほぼ瞬間”をとらえる

KISSプロジェクトの目的
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Searches for Shock Breakouts

KWFC観測(KISS)でshock breakoutの物理を検証・確立

最遠方の重力崩壊型超新星の観測手段

Kiso/KWFC Subaru/Hyper Suprime-Cam

木曽シュミットシンポジウム2015 2015/07/13,14冨永くん’s talk



KISS Survey Strategy (TM+2014)

木曽シュミット望遠鏡 + KWFC (4 deg2)


g-band (4700 A)

3-minute exposure (20-21 mag)

1時間 cadence


50-100 deg2 / night

~100 nights / year

2012/4 - 2015/3 (==> 2015/9)



KISS SN Summary

2012 2013 2014 2015 計

CBET SN (KISS) 3 5 13 1 22

ATel SN (KISS) 0 0 0 2+1 2+1

dwarf nova (KISS) 0 0 1 0 1

SN by other groups 9 12 5 6 32

AGN 0 1 2 0 3
unknown transient 

w/ spec. 0 8 3 0 11
unknown transient 

w/o spec. 6 11 22 7 46

total 18 37 46 17 118



redshift vs discovery magnitude/phase (updated)



CBET / ATel name tel inst

SN 2012cm Kanata HOWPol

SN 2012cq TNG DOLORES

SN 2012ct TNG DOLORES

SN 2013I NOT ALFOSC

SN 2013J NOT ALFOSC

SN 2013Y NOT ALFOSC

SN 2013al TNG DOLORES

SN 2013ba NOT ALFOSC

SN 2014Q TNG DOLORES

SN 2014S TNG DOLORES

SN 2014T TNG DOLORES

SN 2014U Magellan FIRE

SN 2014an OAO KOOLS

SN 2014bd du Pont WFCCD

SN 2014bk NOT ALFOSC

SN 2014bo OAO KOOLS

SN 2014cf Magellan IMACS

SN 2014dh NOT ALFOSC

dwarf nova in Gemini Kanata HOWPol

SN 2014dy OAO KOOLS

SN 2014ec Nayuta LISS

SN 2014ed Nayuta LISS

SN 2015E Kanata, Nayuta HOWPol, LISS

KISS15m NOT ALFOSC

KISS15n Liverpool, NOT, Magellan SPRAT, ALFOSC, IMACS

KISS15q Nayuta LISS

KISS(7)

domestic(3)

TNG(6)

NOT(8)

その他海外(4)

SN Follow-Up

Observations

(CBET, ATel)

25 SNe

1 dwarf nova



KISS highlights

Survey Strategy (TM+2014, PASJ) published

peculiar RL-NLS1, KISS14k (Tanaka+2014, ApJL) published

KISS14k OISTER 1-month observations (TM+2015a) in prep.

Type Ibn SN, KISS14z/SN 2014bk (TM+2015b) in prep.

KISS14k EVN+VERA observations (Gabanyi+?)

Early detections of Type Ia SNe (Jiang+2015) in prep.

short time-scale transient rate (Tanaka+?)

[SN shock breakout (?)]



Survey Strategy (TM+2014, PASJ) published

peculiar RL-NLS1, KISS14k (Tanaka+2014, ApJL) published

KISS14k OISTER 1-month observations (TM+2015a) in prep.

Type Ibn SN, KISS14z/SN 2014bk (TM+2015b) in prep.

KISS14k EVN+VERA observations (Gabanyi+?)

Early detections of Type Ia SNe (Jiang+2015) in prep.

short time-scale transient rate (Tanaka+?)

[SN shock breakout ?]

KISS highlights



KISS14k: radio-loud narrow-line Seyfert 1

Tanaka+2014



KISS14k: radio-loud narrow-line Seyfert 1

1-2x107 Msun

strong [OIII]


extended NLR?

Subaru/FOCAS Tanaka+2014



KISS14k: OISTER 1-month (2014/10-11) Monitoring

木曽シュミットシンポジウム2015 2015/07/13,14

z=0.84 radio-loud narrow-line Seyfert 1 (Tanaka+2014)

2 components ==> jet w/ 2 different electron energy 
distribution or jet+accretion disk

Morokuma+2015, in prep.

KISS14z: Ibn型超新星@z=0.0697
Ib + “n”: 濃いCSM


これまでの報告例: ~10天体


最大光度前の発見は2例目?

Early detections of Type Ia SNe (Jiang+, in prep.)



KISS pipeline

Kiso observatory

standard reduction

image subtraction

< 10 min 
~ 50GB/day

KISS database
SubNewRef

source detection

cut-out images

source 
info

KISS interface

Amateur astronomers@amywhere
Realtime check

SubNewRef

Tokyo

cut-out images

KISS database

source 
info

©Masaomi Tanaka



Japanese Amateur Astronomers’ Help

~20人のアマチュアの方々の参加


大量の偽物の変動天体から本物(1000個に1個)を選び出す


27天体のCBET/ATel報告中、17の報告に貢献

共著者として報告文章に名前を記載
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大量の偽物の変動天体から本物(1000個に1個)を選び出す
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今後・・・



KISSプロジェクト+αの今後

2015年9月の観測(9/11-22)をもって一旦終了とします


これまでの3年間のデータの整理、論文化へ(年内メド)

重力波天文学がいよいよ始まります

重力波検出のアラートを受けてToO追観測


その他突発現象(MAXI衛星からのアラート)のToO追観測


Tomo-e Gozen (4 deg2 ==> 20 deg2)の時代(2017年?)に?



重力波天文学の幕開け

重力波検出器

advanced LIGO (米国に2台), LIGO-India (2022年?)

advanced Virgo (イタリア)

KAGRA (日本/神岡)


200 Mpc以内の中性子星合体からの重力波検出が可能に

検出数: 年間1-10天体のオーダー

重力波到来方向の不定性: ~100 deg2

広視野カメラでのフォローアップ観測が不可欠



Tomo-e Gozen時代の超新星サーベイ

より高い効率での広視野観測

広視野化: 4 deg2 ==> 20 deg2

短い読み出し時間: ~0 sec

サーベイ戦略(~18 mag)

全天 x [ 1時間 cadence ]

3000 deg2 x [ 15分 cadence ]

大量 & 多様な超新星の早期発見


~10 shock breakouts / 2 years

~60 superluminous supernovae / 2 years

very nearby supernovae

フォローアップ観測@日本&東アジア

広島かなた(1.5m), 西はりま(2m), 京都(3.8m)
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KISS Summary
2012/04より開始、2015/09で一旦終了 ==> これまでのデータの吟味

1時間cadenceでの超高頻度超新星探査

見かけ等級 g~20 mag, 距離 d~<200Mpc


~1 shock breakout/3年

KISSでより詳細な物理的理解、すばる/HSCで遠方星形成史etc.

これまで27 SNe/dwarf novaの同定+報告

データ即時解析、国内外follow-up collaboration体制の整備

by-product: 珍しいタイプの超新星(Ibn型), Ia型超新星早期検出, 

AGN(radio-loud NLS1)

重力波電磁波対応天体同定へ向けた準備

Tomo-e Gozenでの全天超新星サーベイ

2 papers & more in prep.


Morokuma+2014: survey paper

Tanaka+2014: peculiar narrow-line Seyfert 1

木曽シュミットシンポジウム2015 2015/07/13,14


